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Ken Leonard, Director
ITS Joint Program Office
Ken.Leonard@dot.gov

www.pcb.its.dot.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly-redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at their convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website at www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.Image: www.pcb.its.dot.gov website screenshot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: CV262:Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) ITS Standards for Project ManagersUpdated November 2019. Original Module # was I262
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education:Master of Science in Civil Engineering, Texas A&M UniversityBachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, Tulane University	Experience SummaryMr. Vaughn is an internationally recognized ITS expert and the founder of Trevilon LLC. His expertise covers many facets of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) with a special emphasis on architecture, data modeling, systems engineering, standards, and testing. Mr. Vaughn has experience working in the public sector (Los Angeles County), the academic sector (Texas A&M Transportation Institute), and in the private sector. Mr. Vaughn has been the primary manager and/or developer for a number of successful ITS projects, in both rural and urban environments. Since 1994, Mr. Vaughn has been a committee member, editor, and/or chairman for the development of numerous ITS standards, including those from IEEE, ISO, ITE, NTCIP, and SAE. He has also led efforts to develop ITS software packages such as NTester and frequently uses these tools to verify conformance to key industry standards. Through this experience, Mr. Vaughn has proven his ability to understand the day-to-day operations of modern ITS deployments and to work through difficult problems in order to reach appropriate solutions that are supported by the stakeholder community.



Describe the connected vehicle environment

Discuss V2V communications

Describe the roles of standards for V2V 
communications

Address challenges in realizing a V2V environment

Describe the current status of connected vehicles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the courseKey Message: Introduce the major learning objectives of the course
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Describe the connected vehicle 
environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce Learning Objective #1Key Message: In order to understand the value and structure of V2V standards, one needs to first understand the environment within which the connected vehicle operates.



Illustrate the CV Environment
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V2V

V2P

V2I

V2I

This Module Module CV261

V2I = Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
V2P = Vehicle-to-Pedestrian
V2V = Vehicle-to-Vehicle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Illustrate the CV environment and explain the links that are addressed by this course and CV261Key Message:This diagram, which is taken from the national ITS architecture known as ARC-IT, provides a high-level overview of the connections in an ITS system. <Click> The portions of the diagram that are covered by this module are highlighted in green.<Click> The portions of the diagram that are covered by Module CV261 are highlighted in blue.<Click> While the title of this course is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), we will also touch on topics related to the vehicle-to-pedestrian (and other vulnerable road users, V2P) communications.Image: https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/viewpoints/physical.html



Illustrate the CV Environment

CV environment consists of:
 Connected vehicles
 Connected vulnerable road 

users
 Connected infrastructure

CV Communications
 Wireless
 Mixture of 

▫ Short-range 
communications

▫ Remote communications
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The CV Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight the major components of the CV environmentKey Message:In broad terms, the CV environment consists of connected vehicles, connected vulnerable road users, and connected infrastructure operating together to provide valuable services. In order to operate together, this equipment requires the use of communication technologies. For mobile devices (e.g., vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, etc.), connectivity is provided through a range of wireless technologies, but primarily in two categories:Short range communications, which provide an open network over hundreds of meters so that vehicles approaching each other at speed can communicate and inform each other of their presence and movementRemote communications, which allow devices to access centralized services, such as fleet management capabilities, regional traffic management, personalized trip information, etc.ARC-IT describes an array of these services and summarizes the vast amount of detail that has been developed to define how these systems work.Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



Illustrate the CV Environment

Goals
 Reduce accidents by 20-80%

▫ ~40,000 fatalities/year
▫ 6 million+ crashes/year

 Reduce congestion by 15-42%
▫ 6 billion+ wasted hours/year
▫ Support automated driving

 Improve mobility of those with 
disabilities

 Reduce pollution by ~10%
▫ 8 million tons+ of CO2
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The CV Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight the goals of the providing CV servicesImage: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htmKey Message:The Connected Vehicle program is intended to address three major transportation challenges facing the transportation industry: Safety, mobility, and the environmentRead and discuss the sub-bullets:2017: 37,133 fatalities6,452,000 crashes843 per 100,000 population (67% chance over a lifetime)https://cdan.nhtsa.gov/tsftables/tsfar.htm2018: 6.2 billion hours$87 billionhttp://inrix.com/scorecard/2013: 8.6 million tons CO2871 million gallons wastedhttps://www.ibtta.org/sites/default/files/documents/MAF/Costs-of-Congestion-INRIX-Cebr-Report%20(3).pdfImprovements based on https://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/pdf/ConnectedVehicleBenefits.pdf and general 80% number is from USDOT



Illustrate the CV Environment

Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) vs. Traditional ITS
 Traditional ITS is a complex system
 Cooperative ITS is a complex system of systems

▫ Systems owned and operated by different entities
▫ No direct contract between these entities
▫ Much more complex (especially for security)

 Most CV applications are C-ITS
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The CV Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Contrast the CV environment with the traditional ITS environmentKey Message:The ITS industry has been around for decades, but connected vehicles bring new challenges, especially in relation to what is called cooperative ITS.Traditional ITS systems are complex by themselves. They often involve all of the same components as C-ITS, such as field equipment, vehicles, and central systems. However, within traditional ITS, all of the system components are managed as a single system. In other words, they are typically owned and operated by a single agency, which has control over software updates and other management decisions. When these systems need to connect to other systems, e.g., an adjacent jurisdiction, agreements were established between the system owners identifying what actions were allowed and set policies on updating software interfaces. Cooperative ITS expands the network to become a true system-of-systems. For example, in the V2V Basic Safety service, vehicles exchange their location and motion information with each other as they drive down the road even though there is not any formal agreement between the owners of two adjacent vehicles. How do these disparate systems know what to say to each other – and most importantly, how do they know that they can trust each other? That is the focus of C-ITS, it establishes the standards and trust network that enable these technologies. As you might expect, most connected vehicle applications qualify as cooperative ITS because there is no formal contract or formal agreement directly between the owners of the equipment; however, there are some connected vehicle applications that can be deployed as traditional ITS. For example, a bus priority system could be implemented through an agreement between the transit and traffic management agencies. Thus, while you may hear the terms “connected vehicle” and “cooperative ITS” used interchangeably, their precise meanings are somewhat different.Image: from previous version of this course: Source: US Department of Transportation



V2V course (this course):
 Vehicle-to-Vehicle
 Vehicle-to-Pedestrian
 ~300-meter range
 Support infrastructure

V2I course:
 Vehicle/Ped-to-Roadside
 Vehicle/Ped-to-Center
 Short range and wide area
 Support infrastructure

V2X is Vehicle-to-Anything
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CAUTION
Emergency Vehicle

Approaching

Illustrate the CV Environment

V2V vs V2I

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Contrast this module with CV261Key Message:As mentioned earlier, this course focuses on the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-pedestrian services whereas Module CV261 focuses on vehicle-to-infrastructure. Thus, while we mentioned that the CV environment relies on both short range and remote communications, the services discussed within this module use are almost exclusively short range communications in the range of 300 meters.It should be noted however, that vehicle-to-infrastructure communications is key to enabling V2V communications. In particular, the security certificates have to be acquired from the support infrastructure, but the details of how this is achieved is discussed in Module CV261. That course also discusses communications with roadside units and other center systems.Both modules discuss what agencies can do today to prepare for these technologies.Picture from https://www.its.dot.gov/communications/its_images.htm



Illustrate the CV Environment
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Vulnerable Road Users

 Connected “vulnerable road users” include the following:
▫ Pedestrians
▫ Those with disabilities
▫ Alternative modes (e.g., bicycles, e-scooters, etc.)
▫ Maintenance and construction workers
▫ Emergency personnel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that vulnerable road user services are covered in this course as well.Key Message:We often talk about V2V and V2I, but it is important to remember that pedestrians and other vulnerable road users are part of the environment as well. These users include the following:PedestriansThose with disabilitiesAlternative modes of transport such as bicycles, e-scooters, and other micro-mobility modesEmergency personnel and Maintenance and construction workers, which are obviously of key interest to public agencies who often employ themDepending on the definition used, motorcycles are sometimes grouped into vehicles and sometimes grouped into vulnerable road users.



Identify V2V Services

V2V Basic Safety Service Use Cases
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Do Not Pass Warning

Forward Collision 
Warning

Emergency Electronic 
Brake Light

Lane Change Warning 
+ Bl ind Spot  Warning

V2V Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major V2V Basic Safety scenariosKey Message:We now begin to introduce some of the services that can be offered by V2V communications. One of the most commonly referenced services is the V2V Basic Safety service, which covers a collection of use cases focusing on crash avoidance. This chart shows several examples.On the lower left, we see the lane change/blind spot warning use case that can alert a driver to the presence of a vehicle in his blind spot.In the upper middle, we see the do not pass warning that is able to see far enough ahead to warn the drivers of on-coming vehicles, even though the driver may not be able to visually see the other vehicleIn the lower middle we see the Electronic emergency brake light that warns a driver of an emergency brake condition ahead – even if the braking vehicle is multiple cars ahead. This is envisioned to be a key technology to prevent the 100 car pileups that occur during low-visibility conditions.In the lower right, we see the forward collision warning which alerts the driver that he is getting too close to the lead vehicle even during non-emergency braking conditions.Image: from previous version of this course: Source: US Department of Transportation-: Connected Vehicle Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA)



Identify V2V Services

V2V Basic Safety Service Use Cases
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Intersection Movement 
Assist

Left Turn Assist

V2V Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify additional V2V Basic Safety scenariosKey Message:The V2V Basic Safety service also addresses intersection based scenarios. <click>It can assist the driver in detecting hazards when crossing an intersection <click>or turning left.Image: from previous version of this course. Source: US Department of Transportation-Connected Vehicle Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA)



Identify V2V Services

V2V Safety Services
 General

▫ V2V Basic Safety
▫ Vehicle control events
▫ Wrong way vehicle
▫ Hazard notifications

 Agency-relevant
▫ Slow/stationary vehicle
▫ Work zone warnings
▫ Emergency vehicle warnings
▫ Vehicle emergency response
▫ Vehicle turning in front of a 

transit vehicle

15

V2V Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify additional V2V Safety servicesKey Message:But there are many other V2V safety services as well. For example, V2V communications allow vehicles to share control events, such as sliding on an icy surface or a tire blowout. It can also be used to detect wrong-way vehicles and emit hazard notifications when a vehicle equipped with sensors detects an obstacle in the roadway.There are also several V2V services that are particularly applicable to agencies. For example, slow and stationary vehicles can transmit warnings to alert on-coming vehicles to their presence. Work zones can also be equipped to alert drivers and protect the workers on site. Emergency vehicles can alert warnings so that drivers can be informed where the emergency vehicle is – which is particularly useful in urban canyons when the audible signal tends to bounce off of structures making the emergency vehicle difficult to locate. Emergency personnel can also benefit by being alerted to conditions at the crash scene before their arrival – for example a vehicle involved in a crash might report that air bags have deployed or might report a potential hazardous material spill. Finally, vehicles can alert transit vehicles that they are about to turn right and thereby avoid a common crash scenario.https://www.its.dot.gov/infographs/workzone_warning.htm



Identify V2V Services

V2V Mobility Services
 Queue warning
 Cooperative adaptive 

cruise control
 Platooning

V2V Environmental Services
 Connected eco-driving
 Eco-cooperative adaptive 

cruise control
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V2V Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the V2V Mobility and Environmental servicesKey Message:But V2V communications is not just about safety, there are other services as well. For mobility, vehicle-to-vehicle communications can alert drivers to queues before reaching them, which not only prevents possible accidents, but also smooths traffic flow and improves overall efficiency of the transportation network. The technology also enables cooperative adaptive cruise control which allows vehicles to better match each other’s speeds and improve traffic flow and emerging efforts to enable platooning of vehicles, which has the potential to significantly increase roadway capacity while decreasing emissions.Speaking of environmental benefits, there are other services that have been optimized for that purpose. For example, connected eco-driving and eco-cooperative adaptive cruise control are services that supply vehicles with enough information that they can better manage their use of fuel and reduce emissions.



Identify V2V Services

In 2017, a third of fatalities were 
vulnerable road users:
 5,172 Motorcyclists 
 5,977 Pedestrians
 783 Pedalcyclists
 228 Other non-occupants 

(e.g., workers)

Increase since 2009 has been in those aged 20-69 
(from 1.6 to 2.2 per 100,000)
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Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Discuss the importance of considering vulnerable road usersKey Message:As we discussed earlier, vulnerable road users are also an important part of the transportation network. In fact, if you look at accident statistics, you quickly realize just how vulnerable these road users truly are. They account for roughly one third of all transportation fatalities – and perhaps more concerning is the fact that the rate of pedestrian fatalities is actually rising. Since 2009 the rate has increased by almost 40%. Can you think of any reason that there would be such a big increase since 2009?The first iPhone was released in 2007; and within a few years, smartphones started to become the norm leading to significant pedestrian distraction. Pedestrians are increasingly likely to be so focused on their phones that they fail to recognize hazards immediately in front of them.However, the smartphone is also a perfect tool to help us reduce this number. It can both receive warnings and alert its user to hazards while also transmitting its location to approaching vehicles and alert them to potential conflicts. Of course, this requires the requisite standards and equipment to be realized, but with any luck we are only a few years away from seeing these numbers begin to fall.https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812603



Identify V2V Services

V2P Mobility

18
Source: Accessible Transportation Technologies
Research Initiative (ATTRI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the need for consideration to special circumstancesKey Message:Finally, we also talked about the needs of those with disabilities. The USDOT has dedicated the Accessible Transportation Technologies Research Initiative (ATTRI) to study this specific issue and identify the technologies and standards need to provide end-to-end services to this community, whatever the disability might be. 



Societal Benefits of Connected Vehicles
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Safety 
Benefits

Mobility 
Benefits

Environmental 
Benefits

360-DEGREE 
VISIBILITY

IDENTIFY HAZARDS REDUCE CRASHES

REDUCED CRASHES = 
REDUCED 

CONGESTION

INCREASED MOBILITY 
FOR THOSE WITH 

DISABILITIES

SMOOTHER TRAFFIC 
FLOW

REDUCED 
CONGESTION = 

REDUCED EMISSIONS

SMOOTHER TRAFFIC = 
REDUCED EMISSIONS

IMPROVED 
EFFICIENCY FOR 

AUTOMATED DRIVING 
SYSTEMS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize the benefits provided by the various servicesKey Message:In summary, V2V services offer a range of practical benefits. They provide 360 degree visibility and identify hazards which should reduce crashes and save lives.The reduced crashes will significantly reduce congestion. In addition, efforts are underway to improve mobility for all and provide smoother traffic flow.The reduced congestion and smoother traffic will result in significantly reduced emissions and assist in the deployment of automated technologies that will further reduce emissions.
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Which of the following does the USDOT NOT include 
in its list of benefits of connected vehicles?

a) Improved Safety

b) Improved Environment

c) Enhanced Entertainment 

d) Improved Mobility

21

Answer Choices

Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Ensure the audience comprehended which benefits are includedKey Message:That completes learning objective number 1 on the connected vehicle environment and brings us to our first question.



Review of Answers

a) Improved Safety
Incorrect. The USDOT has identified that safety is the primary 
benefit provided by the connected vehicle environment.

b) Improved Environment
Incorrect. The USDOT has identified various environmental 
benefits of connected vehicle services. 

c) Enhanced Entertainment
Correct! While connected vehicles may be able to deliver 
entertainment, this is not included in the USDOT list of 
benefits since it is not a matter of major public interest.

d) Improved Mobility
Incorrect. Mobility has also been identified as a benefit for 
connected vehicles.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain why each answer is right or wrongKey Message:Explain each answer as shown on-screen
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Discuss V2V communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce Learning Objective 2Key Message:



Antennae

Identify the Components of the V2X Network
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On-Board Equipment (OBE): One or more 
integrated units

V2X radios GPS receiver

On-board
applicationsPlatform

Internal 
Device 
Comms

Human 
interface

Personal Information Devices

Components of a V2X Network

Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major components within a V2V networkBase image from https://pixabay.com/vectors/suv-vehicle-suburban-drive-29064/ (use allowed under license). https://pixabay.com/vectors/iphone-android-stencil-smartphone-1459087/Key Message:The four components within the blue shaded area on the left make up the on-board, or in-vehicle equipment.These components are:DSRC Radio: device tor communicating with other DSRC-equipped devicesGPS Receiver: receive location data from GNSS satellitesSafety Application Electronic Control Unit – processing unit that runs the software applicationsPlatform – stores security certificates and application data and provides processing powerHuman Interface: displays information to the userDevice’s Internal Communication Network: Sometimes called the CAN-Bus in a vehicle, collects data from the device’s sensors



Data requirements

Communication 
requirements

Security requirements

Describe the Information Exchange Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the major topic areas for the requirementsKey Message:For each service discussed in Learning Objective 1, we can break down the requirements into data requirements, communication requirements, and security requirements.Images: Fontawesome and https://k-vaughn.github.io/its-reference-model/



Vehicle-to-Vehicle Basic Safety
 Includes

▫ Forward collision warning
▫ Intersection movement assist
▫ Electronic brake light
▫ Etc.

Information exchange requirements define:
 What data is needed
 When data is needed
 From whom are data needed
 Under what conditions are data needed
 How are data exchanged (Learning Objective #3)

Describe the Information Exchange Requirements
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Crash Avoidance Metrics Partners (CAMP) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that CAMP has researched V2V Basic Safety extensively and contributed to standardsKey Message:The Crash Avoidance Metrics Partners, known as CAMP, have been researching many of the V2V service that we discussed since the mid 1990s. Based significantly on their research, we are able to answer many key questions with confidence, such as those shown on this slide. We’ll now take a look at how each of these questions can be answered for the V2V Basic Safety Service.



Vehicle-to-Vehicle Basic Safety
 Location (latitude, longitude, elevation)
 Speed
 Acceleration
 Direction of travel
 Acceleration rate
 Brake status (including anti-lock braking, traction control, etc.)
 Length and width of vehicle
 Steering wheel angle
 Others available as needed

Describe the Information Exchange Requirements
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Data Requirements: Answers “What”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify major pieces of data requiredKey Message:This slide identifies some of the data that may be needed for the V2V Basic Safety services to function properly.Similar information is needed for all the V2V applications.



Vehicle-to-Vehicle Basic Safety
 How accurate does data need to be?

▫ Defined for each field
 How often is data needed?

▫ Latency less than 10 ms
▫ Generally, every 100 ms

Describe the Information Exchange Requirements
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Communication Requirements: Answers “What” and “When”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the key performance related communication requirementsKey Message:But it is not enough to simply define the data, we must also define the required accuracy of each piece of data. For example, when location is reported, how accurate is it? When size is reported, how accurate is it  - and does if it is too accurate does it begin revealing too much information about a vehicle?Related to accuracy is the timeliness of the data. In other words, how long of a delay is there between the generation of the data and the time it is received by other vehicles. Also, how often does the data need to be updated to maintain its quality. In the case of V2V Basic Safety services, CAMP determined that the data was typically needed 10 times per second (i.e., every 100 ms) and the latency of the data should be no more than about 10 ms. These requirements impact how much data has to be transmitted across the network and impacts network loading.Images: Pixabyhttps://pixabay.com/illustrations/stopwatch-precision-quick-record-2648253/https://pixabay.com/vectors/darts-dart-game-bull-s-eye-target-155726/



Vehicle-to-Vehicle Basic Safety
 Everyone within reaction distance 

▫ Two cars approaching at a combined speed of 140 mph
▫ 140 mph = 205 ft/s = 62.6 meters/sec
▫ 300 meters provides a 4.8 sec horizon

 Factors that favor minimizing distance
▫ Larger transmission distance might overload network
▫ Privacy requires minimizing who has access to information

 Radio transmission distances vary based on environment

Communication Requirements
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Communication Requirements: Answers “Who” and “Where”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the range of transmission neededKey Message:Another key question is who needs to receive the data – which is primarily determined by their relative location. The short answer to this question is that anyone that might be within a proximity where they might need to react to the vehicle needs to be informed of the vehicle’s information. If we consider two vehicles travelling in the opposite direction from each other down a high-speed two-lane roadway, we might expect each vehicle to be travelling at roughly 70 mph, meaning that they are approaching each other at a rate of 140mph, which equates to 62.6 meters/sec. The CAMP research indicated that the appropriate communication range was 300 meters, resulting in each vehicle having 4.8 seconds awareness of each other – which should provide adequate factors of safety even with some communications lossIt should be realized that the distance of transmission has various trade-offs. While longer distances results in the vehicles having greater reaction times, longer transmission distances also means that each vehicle can hear more vehicles around them – which they potentially need to track and process and it also means more loading on the communications network. Further, since each vehicle is broadcasting its location every 100 ms (or 3.13 meters at 70mph), a longer transmission distance means that a car can be followed from further away – diminishing the privacy of each vehicleFinally, it should also be noted that while we often hear that DSRC is designed for a 300 meter transmission range, actual transmission distances vary based on a number of factors. The design is based to allow a high confidence at 300 meters.



 Low latency: ~10ms

 Frequent communications (i.e., every 100 ms)

 Large, dynamic number of devices

 Continuum of devices 

 Needs to work in rural areas without infrastructure

 Target transmission range: 300 meters

 No subscription necessary

 Not all applications have such strict requirements

 Some have more strict requirements

Communication Requirements
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Key V2V Basic Safety Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize the communication requirementsKey Message:In review we can begin to see the difference between the vehicular short range communication environment and more traditional environments. The vehicular environment requires a high confidence for a very low latency of packets meaning that the communication channel needs to be available even though other users need access at the same time. Further each of these multiple vehicles are requesting access to transmit separate messages 10 times per second. Further, not only is there a large number of devices within the transmission range, but the devices within range are potentially constantly changing; for example, consider a busy freeway at Level of Service C – there are many vehicles traveling in each direction; on average, roughly every 100 ms the collection of vehicles within the transmission range of the host vehicle changes. This means every time a host vehicle transmits a message it is going to a different dynamically changing set of recipients.Another key distinguishing requirement is that the system needs to work in rural and even remote environments, meaning that the system should not rely on the existence of infrastructure along the roadway and the transmission distances should only be in the range of 300 meters (if the range is too short,  we lose important information; if it is too long, we lose privacy and may have communication loading problems)Finally, the communication service should be free to use; your vehicle safety features should not stop working due to a missed payment.It is fair to point out that not all V2V services have such demanding requirements – but some, such as vehicle platooning, have more stringent requirements. However, the V2V Basic Safety service acts as a good baseline for design because it is a service that is expected to be implemented on all vehicles.



Security Needs

31

 Protect confidential information
▫ Personally identifiable information
▫ Management information

 Prevent information leakage through data fusion
 Authenticate: Is the data from the claimed source?
 Authorize: Is the source of a request authorized to make the 

request?
 Provide this security within the connected vehicle environment

▫ Devices may have never previously encountered each other
▫ Time-critical nature of security approvals

Security Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the security requirementsKey Message:We also need to consider the security requirements involved when designing such a network. Vehicles are inherently safety critical devices; a relatively simple malfunction can result in the loss of life. Communications with a vehicle exposes the vehicle to a potential hazard; it is therefore critical that we ensure the security of every data exchange with a vehicle. Even if the data exchange is only information (i.e., not a command) if the information is inaccurate, it may result in harmful responses. For example, what happens if a terrorists plants a transmitter on a freeway announcing that there is an overturned oil tanker – approaching vehicles should be able to determine that the message is invalid and prevent any automatic braking when there is no physical threat. This means that each transmitter needs to be certified to transmit information and there needs to be ways to revoke these certificates when needed.While generally not a part of current services, Future connected vehicle services might include confidential information (e.g., a crashed vehicle notifying an emergency response vehicle of how many occupants there are). Any confidential information should be secured through encryption techniques so that unauthorized recipients of the message are unable to read its contents.But we also have to worry about data fusion techniques. As we have seen in ongoing debates about social media, advanced algorithms can gain access to immense amounts of confidential information by inferring details from non-confidential information. For example, knowing the length and width of your car down to the cm assists me in identifying your vehicle – even if you have a common car; your length and width will be different than 95% of other cars and I can likely identify the make and model (or at least a small number of make and models). Further, if I am connected to a set of infrastructure-based sensors at a half-mile spacing, I might be able to identify when the car ignition is turned on and off and follow the car for the entire trip. Thus, in a relatively short period of time, any well-connected technology agency would be able to identify your vehicle, where it is housed at night, and where it travels to. Separate public records searches would then be able to  identify the owner of the house and tie all of the information into a personal record, which could then be used for any number of purposes (e.g., advertising, blackmail, etc). Restricting the use of this information to authorized purposes is another key goal of providing security.These requirements result in two key security mechanisms:1. Authentication, which allows an implementation to make sure that a message is from the claimed source2. Authorization, which allows an implementation to ensure that the sender is authorized to perform the requested actionWhile these are all important requirements that must be considered, none of them are particularly unique to the transportation industry. However, what is unique is that these requirements must be met within the constraints of the ITS environment where devices that have never encountered each other must be able to provide these security services in a timely manner. 
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What data is NOT included as a Basic Safety 
requirement?

a) Location of vehicle

b) Weight of vehicle

c) Length of vehicle

d) Steering wheel angle

33

Answer Choices

Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Ensure users understand the data exchanged within V2V Basic SafetyKey Message:



Review of Answers

a) Location of vehicle

Incorrect. The location is used to determine how close the 
vehicle is.

b) Weight of vehicle

Correct! The basic safety application is intended to avoid 
collisions and the weight of the other vehicle has not been 
deemed to be a significant factor in these calculations.

c) Length of vehicle

Incorrect. The length of the vehicle is used to determine the 
limits of the vehicle.

d) Steering wheel angle

Incorrect. The steering wheel angle can be used to identify when 
the vehicle is sliding. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain correct and incorrect answersKey Message:
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Describe the roles of standards for V2V 
communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce Learning Objective 3Key Message:



 Standards enhance interoperability in a multi-vendor environment

▫ Interoperability – degree to which two or more systems, 
products or components can exchange information and use 
the information that has been exchanged1

 Makes testing, integration, and management easier

 Helps with the design and procurement of a system

Summarize the Benefits of Standards
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1 ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2017 Systems and Software Engineering – Vocabulary 

Standards are Essential!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize importance of standardsKey Message:Why do we need standards? It is with standards that we can support interoperability, which is the ability of two or more systems or components, regardless of the manufacturer, to exchange information and use the information that has been exchanged.Imagine a scenario where standards don’t exist.  Model Z is broadcasting on Frequency A, using a proprietary data dictionary, while Model Y is listening on Frequency B, and only knows Model Y’s  proprietary dictionary.  That would not be very useful.An example of interoperability is the use of AM/FM radio broadcasts.  Because of the radio frequency separation standards, it doesn’t matter who made the radio receiver or transmitter, the radio receiver is able to listen to broadcasts on different radio channels.That is why the standards are important, regardless of who developed them. To maximize the potential benefits of the V2V environment, it is important that all vehicles speak the same language, speak the same way, uses the same grammar and the same vocabulary.  This is somewhat akin to a dialect. While Americans and the Scottish both speak English, they might have troubles communicating at times due to subtle differences in grammar, accents, and vocabulary. Computers require everything to be precise to avoid errors. Other benefits of the standards is that it makes testing for conformance and interoperability easier, facilitates integration efforts, enables better system management, and helps with the design and procurement of a system.
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 Define common baseline (terminology, level of quality, testing, 
etc.)

 Reduce risks by clearly defining functionality
 Improves interoperability and interchangeability
 Reduces costly and risky customized integration efforts
 Creates a more competitive marketplace
 Encourages deployment of new and emerging technologies

Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the major benefits of standardsKey Message:Standards provide several distinct benefits that are not possible without them. They:Define a common baseline of operations so that one implementation knows what can be expected of othersReduce risks by clearly defining functionality – standards can state accuracy requirements and performance requirements that allow the receiver to know what is and is not implied by a messageImproves interoperability among implementations and promotes interchangeability such the radios and other components can be upgraded/repaired while maintaining interoperabilityReduced integration efforts; once an implementation is complete, it can be tested against a robust reference implementation and assured to work with many other implementations that it may later encounterCreate a more competitive marketplace as the equipment can be procured from a variety of manufacturers, all of which are able to produce interoperable equipmentEncourage deployment of the technology since the manufacturers of equipment gain a level of confidence that their equipment will work with a variety of other implementations
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Application Entity

Management
Entity

Security
Entity

Access
(SubNet) Layer

Network and Transport
(TransNet) Layer

Facilities Layer

Source: ISO 21217:2019

ITS Station Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the different types of standards needed for interoperable communicationsKey Message:So, what type of communications standards are needed? The standards need to address a range of technical challenges. ISO 21217 defines a convenient way of looking at all of the various technical challenges that need to be addressed within an interface specification. This structure is known as the ITS station architecture and is based on the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model, but extends it to more clearly identify additional functions. It consists of the following parts:The Access or SubNet layer defines how data is exchanged across a physical medium, in the case of V2V communications, the physical medium is the airwaves. This layer closely corresponds to the Physical and Data Link Layers of the OSI Reference Model.The Network and Transport Layer (or TransNet), as the name implies corresponds to the Network and transport Layers of the OSI Reference Model. It defines how an application instance on one device communicates with an application instance on another deviceThe Facilities Layer defines how application information is structured, encoded, and transmitted within a session. This layer corresponds to the Presentation, Session, and Application Layers of the OSI Reference Model. A key characteristic of this layer is its ability to exchange information once across the wire and then share that information with, potentially multiple, authorized application entities.The Application entity represents any application that uses the communication services to provide ITS functionality. For example V2V Basic Safety would be one application while Work Zone Warnings would be a different application; however, both of these applications may use the same core information (e.g., the location of nearby vehicles). The Management entity defines the configuration information, which includes the configuration of the communication stack as well as the configuration of the application entities.The Security entity provides security services to all other components of the ITS station architecture such as certificate signing and encryption processes.While the ITS standards do not necessarily precisely follow these lines, the ITS-S architecture provides a useful reference model to identify how various standards can fit together to provide a complete solution for any communications interface. It also can serve as a useful tool in identifying any gaps that might exist in potential solution as it forces a designer to consider each major set of functionality separately. Within the following slides, we’ll use this model to describe how various standards fit together to provide the V2V services.



SAE J2945 Family
 Defines how to use Management, Facilities, and Security to 

implement a specific application, as defined by use cases
 Includes performance requirements
 Follows format defined in J2945 (a.k.a, “/0”):

▫ Concept of Operations
▫ Functional Requirements

 What, when and how often a message is sent
 Minimum quality requirements
 Security requirements

▫ Dialogs and Data
▫ Requirements Traceability Matrix

Identify the Standards to Support V2V Communications
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the Application entity related standards for V2VKey Message:As mentioned on the previous slide, the Application entity represents any application that uses communication services to provide ITS functionality. Standards at any level should not fully specify how to implement the level, rather they should only specify enough details to ensure interoperable systems. As such, standards for the application entity define what the application entity must do in order to be conformant. As such, these standards define how the application entity should use the connected levels of the ITS-S architecture to implement its services to a known level of service. Therefore, it defines how to use Management information, Security services, and Facilities. It also defines performance requirements and data quality requirements for the application itself. For connected vehicles, these details are generally defined in the SAE J2945 family of standards.  This family of standards is still under development, and it is expected to define the operational and performance requirements for connected vehicles, that is, when what and how (i.e., which lower layer standards to use) information is to be exchanged between two devices or two systems.Most J2945 standards are expected to contain systems engineering content, that is, it will include a concept of operations, describing the user needs and features that the standard will support, the requirements, and the design content in the form of messages and data elements, most likely defined in SAE J2735, that will be required to fulfill the requirements. 



V2V-related standards in SAE J2945 Family
 J2945/1 2016: V2V Safety application
 J2945/2 2018*: V2V Awareness application

▫ Emergency vehicle alert
▫ Roadside alert (stopped/slow vehicles)
▫ Safety awareness (objects and road conditions)

 J2945/6W: Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control and Platooning
 J2945/8W: Cooperative Perception System
 J2945/9 2017*: Vulnerable Road User

* Recommended Practice           W Work in Progress
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major application entity standards for V2VKey Message:The SAE J2945 series contains standards for a range of connected vehicle applications, the ones applicable to V2V and V2P are listed here and include three completed standards:/1, which defines rules for the V2V Basic Safety Application/2, which defines rules for the V2V Awareness, which includes emergency vehicles, stopped/slow vehicles, and other roadway hazards/9, which defines rules for dealing with vulnerable road usersIn addition, two additional standards are currently under development: /6, which defines rules for cooperative adaptive cruise control and platooning and /8, which defines a cooperative perception system which allows a connected vehicle to report the presence of vehicles that are not connected



SAE J2735 (2016)
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set 
Dictionary
 Primary message set for CV communications in North America
 Defines messages and data elements
e.g., Basic Safety Message (BSM)
 Part I contains data elements that are necessary for safety 

applications and are expected to be broadcasted frequently
▫ Vehicle location, speed, heading, etc.

 Part II data elements are broadcasted less frequently
▫ Emergency braking, anti-lock brake activation, etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major Facilities standard for V2V within the USKey Message:The Facilities Layer defines how application information is structured, encoded, and transmitted within a session. This layer corresponds to the Presentation, Session, and Application Layers of the OSI Reference Model.Within the US, the main standard that defines the data and messages for V2V services is SAE J2735. This standard provides the dictionary of ITS data and the data structures and messages used for connected vehicles, The messages are defined using ASN.1 and are encoded by a companion standard known as the Packed Encoding Rules (specifically the unaligned packed encoding rules known as UPER).The basic safety message (BSM) is the primary message used for the V2V Basic Safety service; however, this standard only defines the data and the message structure, the rules on when and how to transmit this messages are defined in SAE J2945/1 as mentioned on the previous slide.Part II of the BSM is optional.  Data in this part of the message may be broadcasted along with the Part I data elements as needed or as requested.  For example, the BSM has a flag to indicate if a vehicle is braking hard.  That flag is a Part II data element and could be broadcasted with the Part I elements.  It is important to note that another device (whether it be a vehicle or the infrastructure) could request a Part II data element from a vehicle, but there is currently no requirement or rule that the receiving vehicle has to provide it.



Management
 Included within other standards and proprietary definitions
 For example:

▫ Application might require use of a specific radio (e.g., DSRC) 
or channel, or define priorities for SAE J2735 messages

▫ A jurisdiction might transmit configuration or operational 
parameters that affect device operation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that management information is included in the other US standardsKey Message:The Management entity defines the configuration information, which includes the configuration of the communication stack as well as the configuration of the application entities.Within the US, the rules for the management entity are generally defined in the other standards listed. For example, the logical management entity should define the management data that is available for transmission – but this is covered within SAE J2735, which also defines message structures. There is also management information associated with each of other components of the reference model, for example the V2V Basic Safety application requires the use of the regionally-defined DSRC radio rather than a 3G cellular radio; this ensure that all vehicles within a region are communicating per the same rules and know where to listen for others.Likewise, as a vehicle enters a new jurisdiction, it may receive localized configuration parameters that allow it to conform to local regulations or conventions to ensure proper operation. These parameters might be at any of the layers of the ITS-S architecture (e.g., it could be used to define the current DSRC channel to use for a particular application or it could be used by a jurisdiction to indicate that right-on-red is prohibited within its area). While these are technically management functions, the mechanisms to achieve these types of operations would typically be defined in standards more closely related to other layers given the structure of US-based standards.



IEEE 1609.2 (2016 plus amendments)
Security Services for Applications and Management Messages
 Specifies:

▫ Base security processing requirements
▫ Communications security for Wireless Access in Vehicular 

Environments (WAVE) Service Advertisements and WAVE 
Short Messages 

▫ Additional security services that may be provided
 Key portions adopted internationally (not just WAVE)
 Might have applications beyond ITS
 See Module CV265 for more details
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major security standard used for V2VKey Message:The Security entity provides security services to all other components of the ITS station architecture such as certificate signing and encryption processes.These issues are defined within IEEE Std 1609.2, including methods to secure WAVE management messages and application messages.  It also describes administrative functions necessary to support the core security functions.  IEEE 1609.2 has also been adapted for use within European deployments and is one of the most widely deployed ITS standards. Aspects of IEEE 1609.2 will also likely be used in many exchanges other than DSRC and may even be used by applications in the broader Internet of Things.



IEEE 1609.2.1 (WIP)
Certificate Management Interfaces for End-Entities
 Defines how digital certificates are provided to and managed within 

end entities
 Digital certificates are provided by the Security Credential 

Management System (SCMS)
▫ Creates an ITS trust domain among entities that have no direct 

relationship
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NOTE: Actual design is much more complex

IEEE 1609.2.1

Data sharing inside 
of trust domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the standard to obtain security certificatesKey Message:IEEE 1609.2.1 complements IEEE 1609.2 by defining how an end entity obtains security certificates. For example, consider two vehicles encountering each other for the first time. They do not have any direct formal agreement and as a safety critical device should be highly concerned about communicating with any unknown source.  <Click>IEEE 1609.2.1 defines the mechanisms for each of these vehicles to obtain certificates from an SCMS and how to manage these certificates. By obtaining certificates from the same SCMS, they join the same “ITS trust domain.”<Click>As members of the same trust domain, the two independent vehicles can now communicate to each other directly by simply sharing their credentials.<Click>It should be noted that this example is greatly simplified from what actually happens. The actual solution is much more complex mainly to protect the vehicle’s identity. For example, if a vehicle directly obtained its credentials from a central SCMS, the SCMS would be able to identify the vehicle and with integration with other databases the owner, etc. As such, the actual design adds complexity to disassociate the personally identifiable information from the certificate. Likewise, if the vehicle always shared the same credential information, the vehicle could be tracked and reveal personally identifiable information. Instead, the standards add complexity to the design to prevent this type of tracking.Building Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA from PowerPoint Creative Commons list. Other items from previous slide



IEEE 1609.3 (2016)
Networking Services 
 Specifies:

▫ Use of standard IPv6 protocol, 
▫ WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP), 
▫ Associated management functions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major TransNet standard used for V2VKey Message:The TransNet Layer defines how an application instance on one device communicates with an application instance on another device; for V2V, this is defined in IEEE 1609.3.The services are in support of wireless connectivity among vehicle-based devices using the 5.9 GHz DSRC/WAVE mode.  It includes the following features:-WAVE Service Advertisements and channel scheduling-WAVE Short Message Protocol-Use of existing protocols, e.g., LLC and IPv6, including streamlined IPv6 configuration-Delivery of general management information over the air interface



FCC allocated 5.9 GHz spectrum in 1999 for:
non-voice radio techniques to transfer data over short distances 
between roadside and mobile radio units, between mobile units, and 
between portable and mobile units to perform operations related to 
the improvement of traffic flow, traffic safety and other intelligent 
transportation service applications in a variety of public and 
commercial environments. DSRC systems may also transmit status 
and instructional messages related to the units involved.
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Source: Federal Communications Commission, Dedicated Short Range Communications of 
Intelligent Transportation Services – Final Rule, FR Doc No: 99-30591
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the situation with the Access Layer standards by discussing the FCC allocationKey Message:The Access or SubNet layer defines how data is exchanged across a physical medium, in our case, the airwaves. In 1999, the FCC dedicated a band within the 5.9GHz spectrum as shown on this slide. Similar bands have been established in most other countries; while these might have slight differences in frequency and intended use, they are similar enough to enable global standards and globalized products that can be configured to meet local regulations. The full reference to the FCC Report & Order can be found in the Student Supplement.Because the band is dedicated to non-voice radio over short distances, it is frequently referred to as Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). Technically, DSRC refers to the locally regulated technology that has been assigned for usage on the band. There are multiple different standards that could potentially be used within this band.



IEEE 1609.4 (2016)
Multi-channel Operation
 Identified as protocol for 5.9 GHz spectrum in 2003
 Specialized Wi-Fi technology (references IEEE 802.11) 

▫ Multiple access collision avoidance proven for decades
▫ Specialized version extensively tested since early 2000’s

 Basis for all existing U.S. “deployments” to date
 Efforts underway to update standards to support new features
 Slow deployment has resulted in FCC review, which may result in:

▫ Assignment of spectrum to an alternative technology
▫ Spectrum sharing
▫ Loss of spectrum
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the allocation was linked to the major Access standard in the US – to dateKey Message:In 2003, IEEE 1609.4 was designated as the official protocol to be used within this band. This standard has a broadcast, short-to-medium-range (300m) wireless communications capability that permits very high data transmission critical in communications-based active safety applications – it describes the radio system and its use for traffic services. There have been numerous demonstrations and pilot deployments using this technology ever since the initial FCC ruling in 1999, resulting in a very well-tested and proven protocol.IEEE 1609.4 is based on the IEEE 802.11 family, which is commonly known as Wi-Fi, the same standards that provide wireless networking in homes and offices; but the variant used by IEEE 1609.4 is designed to allow for the longer transmission range at the frequency defined by the FCC coupled with very low latency and the dynamic network membership needs of the transportation environment.The 1609.4 standard has been the basis for virtually all existing connected vehicle “deployments” to date. (i.e., all other tests have been experiments that were temporary in nature and either did not use the 5.9GHz band or required an exception from normal FCC rules). While this technology is commonly referenced as DSRC (as it is the designated standard for the 5.9GHz band), it is more appropriately referred to as WAVE (Wireless Access for the Vehicular Environment) as that is the formal name of the IEEE 1609 standard series.However, it is important to note that the technology is now nearing 20 years-old and technology and has advanced during that period. As a result, there are ongoing efforts to define how an updated version of this technology could be developed and rolled out without making existing equipment obsolete. This is much more challenging than for most other technologies due to the fact that all parties within a local network need to share data in broadcast form and the parties within a network are constantly changing across a much larger continuum of devices. This technical review is developing while the initial versions of the product still are not a mass market item common on new cars.The slow adoption of IEEE 1609.4 has resulted in requests from various parties for the FCC to review its prior decision and in May 2019 the FCC has announced that it will be reviewing its decision. This review could theoretically result in:- The assignment of the spectrum to an alternative technologyThe sharing of the spectrum with other uses (e.g., commercial, non-transport related Wi-Fi) orThe complete loss of spectrum for transport usageWhile the last scenario is unlikely, its indicates how important it is for the transportation community to demonstrate the value of the connected vehicle technologies.



3GPP 
Cellular Data
 Based on cellular technologies (3GPP standards)
 Cellular data has always been envisioned to support V2X, such as:

▫ Infotainment
▫ Large file transfers
▫ Vehicle-to-Center communications

 “Cellular – Vehicle to Anything (C-V2X)” has been proposed as a 
replacement for some/all of the 5.9 GHz band currently assigned to 
WAVE, but still for ITS usage

The IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi community has separately proposed to share the 5.9 GHz 
spectrum; this would intermix ITS and non-ITS uses
C-V2X has been chosen as the DSRC deployment technology in China
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that there is a competing proposal for Access StandardsKey Message:As mentioned on the previous slides, one option the FCC has is to assign the frequency band to a different technology. In particular, the cellular industry is encouraging this option. Their proposal is to employ a 3GPP standard rather than the IEEE 1609.4; however, there has been a great deal of confusion about what precisely is being proposed, the implications of the proposal, and the issues that arise with this alternative solution.First, it is important to note that cellular data has always been viewed as an important technology for connected vehicles; however, traditionally, it has primarily been viewed as a technology that supports higher latency, longer distance communications and for dedicated large file transfers as required for many V2I services. For example, downloading a movie, downloading certificates from a center, and obtaining customized traveler information from a regional center. All of these services could be achieved with more traditional 3G or LTE services. The new proposal is to replace IEEE 1609.4 (WAVE) in all or part of the designated 5.9GHz band with a new technology known as Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X). However, in this proposal, the 5.9GHz band would still be dedicated for ITS usage (and thus arguably would still qualify as “DSRC”).As a side note, there is a separate proposal from the Wi-Fi community to share the 5.9GHz spectrum with non-ITS usage. These are separate proposals from different communities, but will likely be decided by the FCC in a single decision.



3GPP 
Multiple releases; multiple bands
 Release 8 (first Long-Term Evolution (LTE) version, 2008)
 Release 14 (last Long-Term Evolution (LTE) version, 2017)

▫ Added stand-alone capability
▫ Claims to provide sufficiently low-latency
▫ Proprietary logic claimed to allow V2V Safety needs

 To be standardized in SAE J3161
▫ USDOT is testing technology against DSRC requirements

 Release 16 (5th Generation (5G), 2020)
▫ 5G is not backwards compatible with LTE in same band
▫ Ultra-low latency (e.g., for platooning) in a different band
▫ Timing of decisions and deployments might affect whether C-V2X 

is based on LTE or 5G technology 

NOTE: First commercial products typically follow 1-2 years later
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the differences among the major various releases of 3GPPKey Message:To understand exactly what is being suggested by the 3GPP community, one must understand the release process used by the 3GPP community. 3GPP standards are periodically updated through a series of releases. Once releases are “finalized,” implementations begin and the release content may be further refined as the real-world implementations reveal issues. The series of releases are designed to incrementally improve features while major, periodic updates will meet new service levels defined by the ITU-T for the major generations of cellular technology (i.e., 3G, 4G, 5G, etc.) Within any major generation, there may be multiple 3GPP releases that build until the next generation level. (The ITU-T decided that the LTE releases never fully met the requirements for 4G and thus the 3GPP community adopted the term LTE for its standards series rather than 4G)Most cell phones today support LTE communications. The first LTE standard was released in 2008, but as mentioned, this is when implementation efforts begin in earnest. The first products were not available until late 2009 and not widely available until 2010. Release 14, which was finalized in 2017, was still considered an LTE standard and commercial products did not become readily available until 2019. However, Release 14 added a major new capability for transportation – it added a “stand-alone” capability such that two Release 14 devices can exchange information without requiring a cell tower. It can also do this while meeting the latency needs of the transportation environment. While this is not by itself a complete replacement solution for WAVE, Qualcomm claims that they have solved the remainder of the V2V Basic Safety issues using proprietary technologies, which they are proposing to standardize in SAE J3161. However, at this point, this is a manufacturer’s claim, not an independently tested fact.The USDOT has initiated efforts to test these claims against the DSRC requirements and hope to have an initial set of results in 2020; though if initial tests are successful, another year of testing may be required to complete testing. It should also be noted that in the meantime, the 3GPP community is continuing its development work. The first 5G standard is expected to be released in 2020. The bottom line is that the 3GPP community is very interested in the connected vehicle market and are working to provide a modern solution, but many questions remain about this solution whereas the older IEEE 1609.4 technology is well-proven. It will be the FCC’s call to decide which is the appropriate solution for the country.
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Current Situation
 Infrastructure deployments are underway using DSRC/WAVE
 Deployments provide agencies with experience and begin 

deploying core technologies
 Deployments of infrastructure encourage automobile 

manufactures to use technology
 Modular equipment exists that can support both technologies

Recommendation:
 Infrastructure deployments should proceed
 Deployments should use modular equipment that allows upgrades 

to radios, hardware, and software when needed

SubNet Layer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide recommendation on how to deal with this issueKey Message:What is an agency to do when faced with this complexity and indecision in the SubNet layer?What is most important to remember is that infrastructure deployments are currently underway using DSRC/WAVE and it is important that agencies gain experience in deploying these technologies. The deployment of connected vehicle systems offer new challenges for agencies in dealing with new technologies and the sooner that the agency is able to train its staff on pilot deployment projects, the sooner it will be able to build a staff of experienced personnel ready for larger scale deployments to meet the rapid demand that will likely arise once vehicle manufacturers begin deploying this equipment in all new vehicles.Further, this is likely to be a synergy between infrastructure and vehicle deployments. As more cities are ready for connected vehicles, more vehicle manufacturers will incorporate the technology into their new cars – and as more cars are equipped, there will be more demand placed on local agencies to support the technology. Agencies that are lagging in deploying the technology could very quickly discover themselves as being the center of media reports of areas where safety technologies are not up to regional norms.For these reasons, it is the USDOT position that agencies should proceed with deployments of connected vehicle technologies. USDOT is neutral on which technology, noting that State and local agencies will have to ensure that their choice best meets their needs. But, from an engineering standpoint and given how rapidly we might expect communications technologies to evolve, a best practice is to consider using modular equipment that allows upgrades to radios, hardware, and software when needed. Following this approach, agencies should be experienced enough to roll out connected vehicle services in parallel with the equipped cars that will soon be hitting the streets.



Conformance Testing Program / Certification
 Conformance test specifications have been developed by the 

USDOT for SAE J2945/1
▫ https://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/connected_vehicle/

pdf/J2945_1_TSS_TP_Test_Specification-20160405.pdf
 Private testing market with multiple vendors

Testing and Conformance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that testing is private based on plans developed by a USDOT projectKey Message:To support the testbeds, USDOT also developed a certification process and testing programs for qualifying devices for the test beds.The goal of the certification process is to verify and validate conformance to the referenced standards. When devices conform to the standards, there is a high degree of certainty that broadcast data can be received and used.

https://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/connected_vehicle/pdf/J2945_1_TSS_TP_Test_Specification-20160405.pdf


U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Research and Technology



Which of the following is NOT part of the ITS Station 
Architecture?

a) Application Entity

b) Facilities Layer

c) Security Entity

d) Presentation Layer
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Answer Choices

Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Ensure that the participants understand the major portions of the communication solutionsKey Message:



Review of Answers

a) Application Entity

Incorrect. The Application Entity sits at the top of the stack.

b) Facilities Layer

Incorrect. The Facilities Layer sits just below the Application 
Entity in the Data Plane.

c) Security Entity

Incorrect. The Security Entity is on the right side of the stack.

d) Presentation Layer

Correct! The Presentation Layer is a part of the Open 
Systems Interconnect Reference Model and is fully 
contained within the Facilities Layer of the ITS Station 
Architecture.
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Purpose: Explain correct and incorrect answersKey Message:
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Address challenges in realizing a V2V 
environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce Learning Objective 4Key Message:



Completion of key standards
 SAE J2945/1 V2V Safety Application
 SAE J2945/2 V2V Awareness Application
 SAE J2945/9 Vulnerable Road User Application
 Conformance test specifications for SAE J2945/1

Revisions of other standards
 SAE J2735 DSRC Message Set Dictionary
 IEEE 1609.2 Security Services for Applications and Management 

Messages
 IEEE 1609.3 Networking Services
 IEEE 1609.4 Multi-channel Operation

Items Recently Addressed (2015-2019)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Discuss the advancements made since the last version of this training moduleKey Message:



• Access Layer challenges
• Implementation issues
• New applications and software updates
• Standards evolution

Technical 
Challenges

• Data ownership and privacy
• Testing and certification
• Long-term support for SCMS

Institutional 
Challenges

Remaining Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the challenges currently being addressedKey Message:There are still a variety of challenges being researched and solved as more and more deployments begin to provide real-world feedback regarding connected vehicles. These challenges can broadly be grouped into technical challenges and institutional challenges.Within the realm of technical challenges, the biggest issues relate to the Access Layer uncertainty but the industry also needs to address various implementation issues such as how to handle new applications, software updates,  and standards evolution.Within the institutional area, the industry needs to determine data ownership and privacy rules, testing and verification processes, and the long-term support for the SCMS.We’ll discuss each of these on the following slides.



Access Layer Challenges
 Challenges that apply to both C-V2X and WAVE

▫ Consistency of deployed technology
▫ Co-existence of C-V2X and WAVE in 5.9 GHz band
▫ Co-existence with non-ITS Wi-Fi (a.k.a. spectrum sharing)
▫ Evolution of selected technology

 Additional challenges that apply to C-V2X
▫ Communication scheduling in a dynamic environment
▫ True broadcast capability
▫ Potential stalking distance
▫ Anonymity capability
▫ Overall performance of C-V2X in all environments
▫ Impacts to existing investments
▫ Royalty/service fee policies are unclear

Describe Remaining Technical Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Discuss the issues surrounding the Access Layer technologiesKey Message:We have already provided a reasonable discussion of WAVE and C-V2X, but it is useful to enumerate the challenges facing them both.Both technologies have to overcome the pending FCC decisions. The first decision relates to simply defining a consistent rule on what is allowed. If one vehicle uses WAVE and the other uses C-V2X, neither will be able to hear the other. In fact, if they are attempting to use the same frequency, they are likely to interfere with each other, confusing communications for everyone. We need clear rules on when to use which access layer. Ideally, we adopt one solution for the country; alternatively, we could define rules coupled with self-configuration. For example, as I drive into a new state, I am informed of local rules and adopt to them. However, this would create technical challenges at borders; as such, the FCC is much more likely to adopt a single national solution. Currently, that solution is WAVE, but it may change.One way in which the FCC might change the rule is to allocate part of the band to WAVE while another part is C-V2X. On the surface, this sounds reasonable, but significant testing would be needed to ensure that the two technologies do not interfere with each other if placed on adjacent bands. The FCC decision may alternatively choose to share the spectrum with non-transport related Wi-Fi uses and testing is needed to see if adequate safety can be granted if the spectrum is shared. Finally, both C-V2X and WAVE need to more clearly define how the technology will be able to evolve over time without causing conflicts. Those are the only major issues that need to be researched for WAVE at this point. It is the currently approved standard and is ready for deployment.



Implementation Issues
 V2V: Two vehicles need to be equipped and interoperable for benefits

▫ One vehicle must broadcast, and another vehicle must receive at the 
same time
 No manufacturer has more than 17% market share
 The average car is more than 11 years old

 Level of technology will vary
▫ Many vehicles will predate technology
▫ Some vehicles may have after-market listen only devices
▫ Equipped vehicles will have various levels of support

 Basic safety will generally be supported
 Reporting remote objects requires specialized sensors
 Some vehicles might be equipped with automated driving systems

▫ Interaction with driver will vary
 How do drivers of rental vehicles react?

Describe Remaining Technical Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Discuss challenges of any vehicle manufacturer implementing by themselvesKey Message:Implementation issues https://www.statista.com/statistics/343162/market-share-of-major-car-manufacturers-in-the-united-states/https://wolfstreet.com/2018/08/21/average-age-of-cars-trucks-vehicles-by-household-income-vehicle-type/https://www.bts.gov/sites/bts.dot.gov/files/table_01_26_2.xlsx



Implementation Issues
 Agencies have little experience in deploying V2V technologies

▫ Slow/stationary vehicle
▫ Work zone warnings
▫ Emergency vehicle warnings
▫ Vehicle emergency response
▫ Vehicle turning in front of a transit vehicle 

 Deployment strategy for connected vehicle technologies
▫ Develop a deployment timeline to meet likely constituent 

demands
▫ Consider institutional issues such as need to develop and update 

agency policies and practices to meet V2V needs
▫ Establish a budget for deployment and maintenance
▫ Access necessary expertise for successful projects

Describe Remaining Technical Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the importance of agencies getting experience in deploymentsKey Message:There are also implementation issues on the agency side. Most agencies have little experience in deploying or acquiring V2V technologies, even for the agency relevant services listed here. To prepare for these issues, agencies should consider what the expected deployment timeline is likely to be for connected vehicles within their region and determine when they need to roll-out their equipment. Once this timeline is set, the agencies can consider the budget implications to meet this timeline and the capabilities that the agency needs to acquire to meet the demands of these deployments.



New Applications and Software Updates

 New applications will emerge and update continually
 Can new/updated applications be installed into vehicles?

▫ Conceptually, they could be installed as with a smart phone
▫ Safety-critical nature of a vehicle complicates installation
▫ Applications and interactions between applications are likely 

to require extensive testing

Describe Remaining Technical Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Describe issue with software updates and installationsKey Message:Other issues to consider include how new features will be added to vehicles and how applications will be updated. While work on these standards have begun, there are still details needing to be resolved to ensure a secure environment. Just like smartphones, new applications are likely to emerge constantly and very rapidly during the first few years and software updates will be needed often to maintain system security. However, unlike smartphone applications, a memory leak or other conflict between running applications could theoretically lead to life-threatening conditions if not properly designed. This likely means that the testing required for new applications and updates will be much more extensive than for smartphone applications and it is still somewhat unclear how this marketplace will develop to meet the competing needs of updating technology while maintaining user safety and privacy. The end result is that there may be only a small number of applications in the in-vehicle systems due to the relatively high costs of testing as compared to the smartphone environment; but that may not be a bad thing.Images:https://pixabay.com/illustrations/cloud-computing-cloud-download-file-1990406/UDOT 20110620_ITSDOT_0026_V2.jpg



Standards Evolution

 The emergence of C-V2X highlights the need to consider 
standards evolution
▫ How will a version 1 car interoperate with version 2 cars?
▫ Question has to be asked for each area of communications 

stack

Describe Remaining Technical Challenges to Realize V2V
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain challenges related to standards evolutionKey Message:And of course, the emergence of C-V2X highlights the need to ensure that all of our standards support standards evolution in a smooth fashion. Version 1 and Version 2 cars will need to interoperate with each other and that means we have to ensure that they properly interoperate at each level of the ITS station reference architecture.



Data Ownership and Privacy

 Need to limit distribution of sensitive data
▫ Prevent sharing of sensitive data that can be combined to 

reveal personally identifiable information
▫ Establish rules on what information can be shared and used 

for what purposes
 Need for anonymity of vehicles and vulnerable road users

▫ Prevent tracking of individuals
▫ Allow personal information when needed (e.g., tolling)
▫ Still an open issue for C-V2X

Describe Institutional Challenges
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Describe challenges related to data ownership and privacyImage: https://www.pexels.com/photo/two-person-standing-under-lot-of-bullet-cctv-camera-374103/Key Message:In addition to the technical challenges, there are institutional challenges. One key issue is the need to limit the distribution of sensitive data. Sensitive data, by itself, is often not very revealing; but when combined with other data (or perhaps even the same data in series) can reveal information that should be considered private. However, there are many cases where the sensitive data needs to be shared in an open environment. The only way to prevent the distribution and use of this information for unintended purposes would be through legislation.In fact, anyone designing a modern information system needs to be constantly aware of the potential to reveal sensitive and private information. It is important that we are able to maintain the anonymity of vehicles and vulnerable road users and ensure that we do not create new ways for nefarious users to track or stalk people while still allowing the distribution of private information (such as toll tag data) when appropriate. Most of this has been addressed to a reasonable degree with the WAVE interface, but additional investigations are required to reveal the plans for C-V2X.



Testing and Certification

 For V2V, largely left to private sector
 Supported by USDOT projects as appropriate

▫ E.g., development of common test procedures

Describe Institutional Challenges
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Describe challenges related to certificationsKey Message:Testing and certification of devices is also an issue, but perhaps not a huge one for the V2V environment. Within the US, vehicles are generally self-certified. Due to the complexity of V2V communications, it is likely that the connected vehicle components will be manufactured by OEMs that will have their products tested and certified by third party testing facilities. These facilities may be supported by some targeted USDOT efforts (e.g., development of test procedures) when needed, but at this point it is expected that the testing will largely be left to the market environment.Image: Pixabayhttps://pixabay.com/illustrations/test-testing-optical-magnifier-13394/



Security and Credentials Management System (SCMS)

 In 2017, the USDOT established SCMS Proof-of-Concept (POC)
▫ Intended to operate through 2020

 USDOT’s National SCMS Development project 
▫ Working closely with stakeholders to develop a viable 

ecosystem
▫ Develop a National SCMS Deployment Strategy
▫ Define long-term governance of National SCMS

Describe Institutional Challenges
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Describe efforts to establish a long-term SCMSKey Message:Another institutional issue is how the current proof-of-concept (POC) Security and Credentialing Management System (SCMS) will evolve into a more sustainable model. The current proof of concept system was established with the support of the USDOT, but is only intended to operate until the end of 2020. The USDOT is currently working with a variety of stakeholders to determine how this entity will evolve with the goal of developing a self-governing and self-sustaining model that does not require government support, as will be documented in the SCMS Deployment Strategy.



Deployment
 Develop plans to begin phasing in agency applications

▫ Slow/stationary vehicle safety
▫ Work zone/worker safety
▫ Emergency vehicle warnings

 Ensure deployments rely on modular designs that allow upgrading 
to new technologies

Describe Actions that Transportation Agencies Can Take
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide guidance on what agencies can do now to prepareKey Message:Finally, the industry needs to initiate wide-scale deployment of connected vehicle technologies. As mentioned previously, the industry is in a bit of a chicken-and-egg situation. Vehicle manufacturers will be much more willing to deploy the technology in new cars if there is an infrastructure to provide additional services, while agencies are likely to be hesitant to deploy until there are equipped cars on the road. The most likely scenario in this environment is that deployments will follow a pattern that has symbolized the technology age with the innovation adoption lifecycle as shown here. When mapped against industry projections, we see that the expectation is that early adoption is likely to begin in 2021 with the early majority starting in 2024.Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_adoption_life_cycle#/media/File:DiffusionOfInnovation.pnghttps://mms.businesswire.com/media/20190516005725/en/722229/5/05.16.19_IHS_Markit_V2X_global_production.jpg
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Which of the following has NOT been identified in this 
presentation as a V2V service that agencies might need 
to consider implementing?

a) Work zone warnings

b) Fleet management

c) Emergency vehicle warnings

d) Slow vehicle warnings

68
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Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Ensure participants can identify the non-V2V applicationKey Message:



Review of Answers

a) Work zone warnings

Incorrect. Agencies should consider equipping their work zone 
vehicles with technologies to alert motorists of their presence. 

b) Fleet management

Correct! While agencies may need to manage a fleet of 
vehicles, a V2V component of this was not identified in this 
presentation.

c) Emergency vehicle warnings

Incorrect. Agencies should consider equipping their emergency 
vehicles with technologies to alert motorists of their presence.

d) Slow vehicle warnings

Incorrect. Agencies should consider equipping their slow 
vehicles with technologies to alert motorists of their presence. 
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain each correct and incorrect answerKey Message:



Describe the current status of 
connected vehicles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce Learning Objective 5Key Message:



 National SCMS Development project
▫ SCMS POC ends December 2020

 USDOT is testing V2X SubNet Layer
▫ Wi-Fi spectrum sharing with DSRC
▫ C-V2X
▫ Military radar interference

 C-V2X specification (SAE J3161)
 Platooning and Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (SAE 

J2945/6)
 Cooperative perception (SAE J2945/8)
 Continual maintenance of standards

Introduce Standards and Research Underway
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify major research and standards activities related to V2VKey Message:There are a range of activities underway to address the issues that we’ve identified. We’ve discussed the current activities of the USDOT to work with stakeholders to establish a long-term plan for an SCMS.The USDOT has initiated efforts to test the issues related to the SubNet Layer, such as the Wi-Fi spectrum sharing, C-V2X technology, and coexistence with military radar.SAE is also pursuing the development of SAE J3161, which will specify the details of C-V2X.SAE is working on SAE J2945 /6 and /8 for platooning, cooperative and adaptive cruise control, and cooperative perception.Finally, all active standards are subject to continual maintenance activities and users should always do web searches to identify the latest standard releases.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce case study of CV Pilot DeploymentsKey Message:We are also now beginning to see practical case studies based on the Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment program.



Pilot deployments identified and helped to address V2V challenges 
to kickstart the CV ecosystem, including the following:
 Promoting privacy by refining security certificate policies
 Refining the definition of crosswalks within MAP messages
 Demonstrating over-the-air interoperability
 Highlighting the need for vehicles to support dual 1609.4 radios 

Addressing these key issues will facilitate all future deployments

Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the key feedback received from the pilot deployments and demonstrate their overall successKey Message:There were three CV Pilot Deployments in Tampa, FL; New York, NY; and Wyoming. These projects have been highly successful in demonstrating the benefits of the connected vehicle technologies and in identifying interoperability issues that will greatly simplify deployments in other locations. Some of the issues identified through these projects include the following:The importance of refining some of the detailed procedures for updating security certificates to maintain the privacy of usersThe need to refine details about how crosswalks are defined at intersections within the MAP messageIssues with over-the-air interoperability among competing vendorsThe importance of in-vehicle implementations to support at least 2 radios to ensure messages are not missed



Architecture Reference for Intelligent and Cooperative 
Transportation (ARC-IT)

 A reference architecture that spans all ITS and includes detailed 
references to standards with explanations of gaps, overlaps and 
inconsistencies between the standards

 Can be used as a resource for planning or deployment
 http://arc-it.org

List Resources for Further Reading and Information
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Refer users to ARC-IT to identify the services that might be relevant to themKey Message:Finally, the national ITS architecture, now called the Architecture Reference for Intelligent and Cooperative Transportation (ARC-IT), is being maintained and includes all of the connected vehicle services discussed in this presentation and many others. It is an excellent resource that can assist agencies in planning what services they might want to provide and how those services might work. Version 9 of this architecture is expected to include an enhanced communications view that will identify known gaps and overlaps within the standards for each communications link, which will be an especially valuable resource in agencies looking to deploy these technologies. Additional information about this and other resources is available in the student supplement.

http://arc-it.org/


U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Research and Technology



Which of the following is the USDOT currently testing in 
relation to communication technology alternatives 
offered by C-V2X and DSRC?

a) Access Layer

b) TransNet Layer

c) Facilities Layer

d) Management entity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify participants knowledge of what is being tested



Review of Answers

a) Access Layer

Correct! DSRC and C-V2X are competing Access Layer 
communication technologies.

b) TransNet Layer

Incorrect. The TransNet Layer is defined by IEEE 1609.3.

c) Facilities Layer

Incorrect. The Facilities Layer is defined by SAE 2735.

d) Security Entity

Incorrect. The Security Entity is defined by IEEE 1609.2. 
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Purpose: Explain each correct and incorrect answer



Describe the connected vehicle environment

Discuss V2V communications

Describe the roles of standards for V2V 
communications

Address challenges in realizing a V2V environment

Describe the current status of connected vehicles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide a summary of the courseKey Message: Refresh what was discussed during the course



Connected Vehicle Modules
For Project Managers
Module 1. I101: Using ITS Standards: An Overview

Module 46. CV261: Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) ITS for Project 
Managers

Module 38. CV262: Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) ITS for Project 
Managers

More Detailed Connected Vehicle Modules
CV263: Roadside Equipment Requirements
CV265: Introduction to IEEE 1609 Family of Standards for Wave
CV273: Introduction to SPaT/MAP Messages
CSE201: Introduction to SCMS
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Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the major modules in this curriculum path
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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